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‘There is always competition for influence, but there
are also opportunities for cooperation.’
- Lee Hsien Loong, Singapore prime minister
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Aerospace in the four states
The I-10 corridor has
plenty of aviation assets,
and they are in four states
that combined is one of the
world’s largest

O

ver the course of four issues of the
bimonthly Gulf Coast Aerospace Corridor Newsletter, the aerospace and
aviation activities of Alabama,
Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi were highlighted. What was clear was all four have significant activities, including space, assembly and
maintenance, military and more. The following
reprints that information, with selected updates.

Chapter highlights
•
•
•
•

Louisiana home to NASA, a bomb wing,
MROs, aircraft assembly and more
Mississippi tests rocket engines, builds
helicopters, drones, trains military pilots
Alabama long known for space and
missile work, now jetliner assembly
Florida among most active aerospace
centers in nation, clusters statewide

meet the expected demand for the for the highly
efficient jetliner.
Mobile and its growing aerospace sector is just
one of the hot spots in a state that has been a
player in aviation since the Wright brothers in
1910 established a flying school in Montgomery.
Today Alabama can say its aerospace activities
run the gamut, from designing spacecraft to
Alabama
maintenance, repair and overhaul and more.
Long known for space and
“When we measure project activity, the second
missile work in north Alabama, -fastest growing sector in the state is aerospace
the south part of the state is a
and aviation,” said Alabama Commerce Secregrowing commercial aviation
tary Greg Canfield for a February 2018 story. “I
hub, and points in between are
think for the future of aerospace in the state of
getting in on the action, too.
Alabama, activity is going to continue to climb.”
The Airbus assembly facility in Mobile, Ala.,
Aerospace and aviation operations can be
Hangar 9, only been around since 2015, with its found across the state. According to Canfield,
formal opening in September. In April 2016 the about 400 aerospace companies from 30 counfirst Mobile-built jet, an A321, was delivered to tries have operations in Alabama. Boeing, Aircustomer JetBlue.
bus, Lockheed Martin, GE Aviation, Raytheon
And now plans are in the works to create a
and GKN Aerospace are among them. Canfield
second assembly line for the former Bombardier said 83,000 Alabamians work in the aerospace
CSeries, now called the A220 after Airbus took and defense fields.
over a majority share of a joint partnership.
“We’re a state that’s built around an aerospace
While it initially was prompted by threatened
sector that is pretty diverse,” he said. “We do
tariffs, that went away but the need was still
everything from Raytheon SM-3 and SM-6 misthere for a second assembly line would help
siles to 3D printing of jet fuel nozzles that go on
Photo page 73: The four states and areas where aerospace and aviation activities are clustered.
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the new neo engine … from
Home to Cummings ReHuntsville
space to general aviation,
search Center, the second largDecatur
we’ve got it covered.”
est research and technology
The Aerospace Industries
park in the United States,
Association says that aeroHuntsville’s reputation as a
space and defense accounts
high-tech haven is underscored
for 1.7 percent of Alabama’s
by the highly popular U.S.
Gross Domestic Product,
Space and Rocket Center.
Auburn
Tuskegee
higher than aerospaceThe transformation of
intensive Florida. Alabama in
Huntsville from a cotton town
Montgomery
2015 had $8.7 billion in sales
into one of the nation’s preTallassee
revenue and $887 million in
mier technology centers began
A&D export sales.
in the 1950s, when the Army
Southeast
Aerospace is one of the
transferred its missile program
Alabama
Mobile
largest industrial groups in the
to Huntsville, followed by the
Baldwin
state of Alabama, along with
arrival of NASA and its space
automotive, with wages
program. Companies involved
among the highest.
with the Army and NASA
Alabama has the third highcame, thanks in no small measest employment for aerospace engineers after
ure to the establishment of the University of
California and Texas, and the highest concentra- Alabama in Huntsville and the development of a
tion of jobs and location quotient in the nation, research park that would become Cummings.
according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics data
The growth has confrom May 2018.
tinued. Last year Blue
GCRL photo
Made in Alabama, a service of the Commerce Origin announced it
Department, reported that by November 2017, would make its BE-4
aerospace companies unveiled plans to invest at engine in a $200 million
least $500 million and bring more than 2,200
facility. In addition,
jobs to Alabama in new facilities or expansions Aerojet Rocketdyne
of existing operations. In 2016, project ansaid it would expand its
nouncements involved $260 million in new inHuntsville operation
vestment and 2,000 additional jobs.
with a manufacturing
plant for its AR1 rocket
engine and other parts.
Huntsville-Decatur
Huntsville welcome center
Long the place most think of when it comes to Decatur, west of
Huntsville, is known for
aerospace, north Alabama is home of NASA’s
its United Launch Alliance production facility, a
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center and
Redstone Arsenal, a major research, engineering, joint venture of Lockheed Martin and Boeing
created in 2006. Next door to ULA, work got
and test center that houses the Army’s missile
underway in the summer of 2017 on a threedefense and aviation programs.
structure $21 million Dynetics facility. The test
Huntsville has the nation’s highest employstand, test control center and integration facility
ment level of aerospace engineers, with 3,310
is designed to support NASA’s Space Launch
and a location quotient of 33.11, according to
System program and commercial customers. It’s
May 2018 Bureau of Labor Statistics data.
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set to open this year. RUAG Space of Switzerland leases space in the ULA facility.
“If we look at aerospace from a space perspective and missile defense, with the Blue Origin
announcement in Alabama and with Aerojet
Rocketdyne moving its defense headquarters
from California to Huntsville, Ala., I think that
Alabama’s looking good,” said Canfield.
Mobile-Baldwin
It could be argued that Mobile has for years
been a sleeping giant in aerospace. Today it’s
fully awake.
Mobile has been interested in aerospace and
aviation since the days of World War II-era
Brookley Air Force Base. But the city took a hit
when the base was shut down in the ’60s.
Converted to Brookley Industrial Complex, it
did manage to attract some aerospace companies
as well as a range of other tenants. But the trajectory of the former base, today called the Mobile Aeroplex at Brookley, changed when
Europe’s Airbus picked Mobile as a site to build
aerial tankers for the Air Force.
But the Mobile-Airbus story actually began
earlier. In April 2004, as part of a strategy to
build its U.S. industrial base, the company decided to establish a customer service and training
facility at Mobile Regional Airport to support
Coast Guard’s HC-144 (CN235) aircraft. It became operational in 2005.
That was followed in June 2005 with the announcement that the company chose Mobile’s
Brookley Complex to build tankers should it win
the Air Force contract. The decision to build the
engineering center followed. It opened in 2007.
The Air Force contract eventually went to
Boeing, but Mobile ended up getting the A320
series assembly line, arguably a better deal in the
long term.
Mobile, which assembles the jetliners from
sections shipped from Europe, is the newest
A320 series plant. The others are in Hamburg,
Germany; Toulouse, France; and Tianjin, China.

Then came the startling news in October 2017
that Airbus would partner with Canada’s Bombardier to bring a new production line for Bombardier’s CSeries jets to Alabama. It was finalized in July 2018, and the plant is being built for
what’s now called the A220.
Between the first announcement that Airbus
would build a plant in Mobile and the Bombardier joint venture, at least two dozen suppliers
have come to Mobile, and more are expected
with a second assembly line.
Safran was the first Airbus supplier
to announce it would open an operation in Mobile in the wake of the Airbus announcement.
The planned engineering center didn’t work out,
but Safran opened a manufacturing operation to
produce and install aircraft engine nacelles, the
housing for an aircraft engine and its related
components. Safran’s Messier-Bugatti-Dowty
also has an operation at the Mobile Aeroplex.
Across the bay in Baldwin County, UTC Aerospace Systems in August 2017 unveiled a new
80,000-square-foot manufacturing and nacelle
assembly facility at
its Foley campus.
The site assembles
nacelles for integration with the Pratt
& Whitney Geared
Collins photo
Turbofan engine
Engine for Airbus A321
for multiple aircraft, including the A320neo, CSeries, Mitsubishi
Regional Jet and Embraer E-Jet E2.
Now called Collins Aerospace after UTC
bought Rockwell Collins and created a new company, the plant in Foley trucks finished A320
engines to the Airbus U.S. manufacturing plant
about an hour away. In February 2018 it delivered the first two fully integrated propulsion systems for the A320neo to the final assembly line
in Mobile. It also ships finished nacelles to other
manufacturers worldwide.
The Aeroplex is also the home of ST Engineering, which has operated a large MRO com-
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plex since 1991, and Continental Motors, which
builds piston engines for small aircraft.
Mobile is also home to the U.S. Coast Guard
Air Training Center, which trains pilots to fly
Coast Guard-specific aircraft.
“I think that we will continue to see a lot of
growth in the commercial aerospace and aviation
sectors,” said Canfield, who noted a lot of preliminary interest after the Airbus-Bombardier
announcement. “We think that’s all going to
portend a really good future in terms of a supply
chain that will go to support aviation and aerospace in the state.”

students to become FAA-certified aircraft mechanics for more than five decades. The AAC
offers programs on unmanned aerial systems,
advance material composites and flight simulation technology.
In Enterprise, Alabama Aircraft Support has
an MRO facility for helicopters, and Vector
Aerospace, an Airbus company, has an MRO in
Andalusia. In Troy, Lockheed Martin produces
the Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff Missile
(JASSM) and long-range anti-ship cruise missiles.

Auburn
The 300,000-square-foot GE AviaSoutheast Alabama
tion advanced manufacturing plant in Auburn
Fort Rucker, established during World War II produces precision, super-alloy machined parts
as Camp Rucker, is the primary flight training
for GE jet engines that will power future combase for Army aviation, home to the Army Avia- mercial and military aircraft, and also to support
tion Center of Excellence and Army Aviation
the fleet of GE jet engines now in service.
Museum. The base
The plant uses additive manufacturing to mass
Army photo
is bordered by Daleproduce fuel nozzle injectors. The company said
the nozzle is the first complex jet engine compoville, Ozark and Ennent produced with 3-D printing technology.
terprise and northGE chose Auburn as one of eight universities to
west of Dothan.
participate in an innovative program focusing on
All Army aviation
3-D printing research and education initiatives.
training has been
Auburn was picked by GE Aviation in part behandled by Fort
Training at Fort Rucker
cause of its access to skilled workforce and proxRucker since 1973,
imity to Alabama's university system.
as well as the training of Air Force and allied
helicopter pilots and air crew. The center of excellence is home to the U.S. Army Aviation
Montgomery
Technical Test Center, which conducts developIt was big news Dec. 21, 2017 when Montmental aircraft testing for the Army.
gomery learned Alabama National Guard’s
Fort Rucker is the nucleus for the area’s aero- 187th Fighter Wing at Dannelly Field would
space activities. The helicopter-related activities host a new F-35 mission. It will mean 1,000 jobs
are a magnet for suppliers providing everything over the next few years and have a $24 million
from fleet support to flight simulation.
annual economic impact.
Miami-based Commercial Jet has a 400,000Montgomery is also home of Maxwell Air
square-foot maintenance, repair and overhaul
Force Base (Maxwell-Gunter), under the Air
(MRO) operation at Dothan Regional Airport
Education and Training Command, at the site of
that provides passenger-to-freight conversions. the first Wright Flying School. The base is the
It also operates CJET Academy, an eight-week headquarters of Air University, and is the center
training course for jobs at Commercial Jet.
for Joint Professional Military Education.
There’s also the Alabama Aviation CenThe host is the 42nd Air Base Wing, and tenant
ter (AAC) campus in Ozark, which has trained
units are the Air Force Reserve’s 908th Airlift
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Wing, the only operational flying unit at Maxwell. It operates C-130H for airlift worldwide.
About 35 miles from Montgomery in Tallassee
is the 380,000-square-foot GKN Aerospace facility, which has been in operation since 1985.
It has a new composite design engineering center at its advanced composite structures facility.
Initially, work at the new Elmore County center focuses on design and development of advanced composite technologies for rotorcraft.
Tuskegee
A highly anticipated contract between Boeing,
Lockheed Martin and Leonardo to build 350
training jets for the U.S. Air Force to replace the
T-38 was settled in late 2018.
And Alabama’s hopes to build it in Tuskegee
were dashed when the contract was awarded to
Boeing and Saab.
In the T-X competition, Alabama would have
won the jobs had Leonardo been chosen to
build the jets.
Italy’s Leonardo, originally partnered with Raytheon, initially planned to build the planes in
Mississippi. That changed when Raytheon pulled
out of the partnership.
Leonardo opted to go it alone by teaming up
with subsidiary Leonardo DRS. It shifted the site
where it would build the twin-engine jet to Tuskegee’s Moton Field.
The project would have meant 750 jobs over a
10-year period beginning in 2019. Moton Field is
where the legendary Tuskegee Airmen trained
during World War II.
The states commercial airports are heavy with
aviation jobs. Birmingham, Dothan, Huntsville,
Mobile and Montgomery all have primary airports that are the welcoming for visitors, and
provide an important first impression.
General aviation airports dot the state and can
attract aviation businesses. Some are also locations for aviation education activities.
The state also hosts Army and Navy air fields
that are used for touch and go and other training

operations. Four in Baldwin County are used by
aviation students for Naval Air Station Whiting
Field in Milton, Fla., a primary military aviation
base in the Florida Panhandle.

Florida
When it comes to aerospace
and aviation, Florida is among
the most active in the nation
with clusters spread throughout the state, including the
military intensive Panhandle.
The new $46 million ST Engineering maintenance, repair and overhaul hangar at Pensacola
International Airport is now open. The 173,000
square-foot hangar is another addition in a state
that is one of the nation’s aerospace leaders.
Richard Aboulafia, vice president of analysis at
Teal Group, said for an April 2018 story that he
sees many reasons the state is a national leader.
“Florida is business-friendly, has superb
weather, good infrastructure, and considerable
political clout. The workforce is getting more
skilled as aerospace facilities open there, which
certainly helps,” he wrote in an email asking for
his assessment of Florida’s aviation future.
“We’re the No. 1 state for MROs, we have
over 600 establishments statewide,” said Tim
Vanderhoof, senior vice president of business
development for Enterprise Florida, the state’s
principal economic development organization.
Florida has long been a gateway to space, the
air traffic hub for the western hemisphere, a center for flight training and home to aircraft and
component manufacturing.1
The big names in aerospace and defense have
operation in the state. Enterprise Florida says
more than 85,000 Floridians work in aviation
and aerospace with large numbers of rocket scientists, machinists, pilots, engineers, and more.
In the PwC 2018 Aerospace Manufacturing
Attractiveness ranking, Florida is 15th.2
Florida is a big player in defense, with more
than 20 major military installations. In fiscal year
2016, the state had 124,500 Department of De-
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Northwest
Northeast

Central

“From a space perspective, we’re continuing to
see that volume increase.”
Vanderhoof said the 85,000 plus aviation and
aerospace workforce and the name recognition
of aerospace companies in the state “speaks volumes” about the infrastructure and business climate. “We’re going to continue to see our trajectory upward.”

Northwest Florida
While the 19-acre ST Engineering operation at
South
Pensacola International Airport is getting the
most publicity, Northwest Florida’s main claim
to aerospace fame is military aviation. It’s home
fense personnel, fifth largest in the nation, and to Naval Air Station Pensacola, Naval Air Sta$14 billion in defense contracts, fifth largest in
tion Whiting Field in Milton, Hurlburt Field in
the nation. It’s also home to the second largest Mary Esther, Eglin Air Force Base in Valparaiso,
military retiree population, and 1.56 million vet- and Tyndall Air Force Base near Panama City.
erans, third largest in the nation, according to
With nearly 44,000 active duty Air Force, Navy
the December 2017 Florida Defense Factbook.
and Army personnel and more than 19,000 civilAccording to Enterprise Florida, the state’s
ians employed in aerospace and defense, there
universities are among the nation’s top produc- are scientists, engineers, production workers and
ers of STEM graduates, including many special- more, according to Florida’s Great Northwest,
izing in aviation and aerospace.
the regional economic development organization
“For the third year in a row, the University of for the Panhandle.3
Central Florida has produced more graduates
The bases have attracted many of the largest
getting hired by aviation/aerospace defense
U.S. defense contractors, international compacompanies than any other university in the nanies, and commercial aviation businesses intion,” said Vanderhoof in April 2018.
volved in a variety of cutting-edge research and
The state is home to two spaceports. It’s best development activities, including aerial weapons
known for Kennedy Space Center, which has
development.
been the launch site for every U.S. manned
In addition, there is a regional university-based
space flight since 1968.
research and development infrastructure that
Space Florida, the state’s aerospace and space- includes Florida State University, the University
port economic development organization, was
of Florida, Florida A&M University, and the
created to strengthen Florida’s position as a
University of West Florida, with university cenglobal leader in aerospace research, investment, ters of research in propulsion, robotics, comexploration, and commerce. The agency consoli- mercial space flight, and composite materials and
dated three entities – Florida Space Authority,
systems, according to FGNW.
Florida Space Research Institute, and Florida
The Gulf Coast is home to one of the largest
Aerospace Finance Corporation – through the
concentrations of aviation, aerospace, and deSpace Florida Act of May 2006.
fense assets in the world. Expansive areas of reVanderhoof pointed to Blue Origin’s new fa- stricted airspace over land and the Gulf of Mexcility and OneWeb’s satellite plant as examples
ico are used for test and evaluation activities,
of what’s happening in Florida.
including testing of unmanned air systems.
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Primary pilot training is done at NAS Pensacola and NAS Whiting Field, while Eglin trains
pilots and maintainers for the F-35. Hurlburt
Field is home of the U.S. Air Force Special Operations Command.
“Aerospace is not new to Northwest Florida,”
said Rick Byars, economic development chief for
Gulf Power.
“We’ve been doing aerospace for a long time.
What’s new to Northwest Florida is just a real
strong concentration on the opportunity to serve
Airbus and Boeing now in South Carolina, so
we’ve expanded what we’re chasing but it’s not
new to us.”
He said the region has a strong workforce and
is developing more training tools, which he
thinks is the biggest concern for any company,
but especially aerospace.
One of the most significant aerospace activities in this region is the research and development done at Eglin on aerial weapons development. It does as much R&D as some of the leading universities. Nearby is DEFENSEWERX,
with the mission of removing some of the barriers to help contractors work with the military to
rapidly bring innovative products to the military.

vices. It’s the largest industrial employer in the
region with 3,000 civilians, 1,000 military personnel and 1,000 contractors.
NAS Jacksonville is home of the MQ-4C Triton Mission Control Center and Unmanned Patrol Squadron 19 (VUP-19). The city also has the
Jacksonville Air National Guard. Camp Blanding
Joint Training Center is in nearby Clay County.
The defense impact is 115,965 jobs and $5.2
billion in direct defense spending, according to
Florida Defense Factbook.

Central Florida
One of the best-known regions for aerospace
is the Space Coast, the region around Kennedy
Space Center and Cape Canaveral Air Force Station. All of NASA-launched manned spaceflights, beginning with Project Mercury in 1961,
have been from KSC or Cape Canaveral. The
last manned flight was aboard the Space Shuttle
in 2011.
One reason rockets are launched in Florida has
to do with the Earth's rotation. It rotates most
quickly at the equator, and to take advantage of
this, in adding to the orbital velocity of the
rocket, it is most beneficial to launch from a
southerly location (near the equator).
Northeast Florida
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station is controlled
by the 45th Space Wing and is responsible for
The economy of Northeast Florida also is
ensuring America’s safe
heavily reliant on the U.S. military. It’s the reand assured access to
gion’s biggest job generator, dwarfing the respace. It co-joins Kengion’s corporate players, according to Florida
Trend. The region has about 75,000 active duty, nedy Space Center and
reserve and civilian personnel, some 14 percent consists of 47 Launch
complexes used to
of the area’s workforce.4
Jacksonville is home to Naval Air Station Jack- launch Atlas, Titan and
sonville with about 12,000 military personnel
Delta rockets.
and 7,000 civilian workers. It’s the largest Navy
Brevard County, in
base in the Southeast and third largest in the na- addition to Cape Canaveral Air Force Station. It’s home to more than 110 tenant commands, including the Fleet Readiness Center
tion, is home to Patrick
Air Force Base, a major
Southeast (FRCSE), the base’s largest tenant.
FRCSE performs depot-level rework operacomponent of the Air
NASA photo
tions on weapons systems. It manufactures parts Force Space ComFalcon 9 liftoff
and assemblies and provides engineering sermand. It provides comGulf Coast Aerospace Corridor 2019-2020 – 80
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bat capabilities through launch, range and expeditionary operations. Host group is the 45th
Space Wing.
Orange County is also home to the Naval Support Activity Orlando - Multi-Service Modeling,
Simulation and Training Acquisition, and the
Naval Ordinance Test Unit. NSA Orlando is
home to a variety of private industry, government and academic organizations, many specializing in high-tech research and development
programs, including modeling and simulation.
NSA Orlando, a 40-acre facility located in the
Central Florida Research Park adjacent to the
University of Central Florida, provides shore
installation support services.
In the Tampa region, Hillsborough County is
home to MacDill Air Force Base, which hosts
U.S. Central Command, one of six geographically defined DoD unified commands. It’s responsible for U.S. interests in 20 nations in
Northeast Africa, Southwest and Central Asia.
MacDill also hosts the U.S. Special Operations
Command, with its primary mission of disrupting and defeating terrorist networks that threaten
U.S. interests worldwide. MacDill also hosts the
6th Air Mobility Wing, whose primary mission is
airlift and aerial refueling.
Pinellas County is home to the U.S. Coast
Guard Air Station Clearwater, the largest and
busiest air station in the Coast Guard. It operates in the Gulf of Mexico, the Caribbean basin
and the Bahamas. The station maintains H-60s
for anti-drug and smuggling operations in the
Bahamas, and Turks and Caicos. The station also
has C-130s in support of Caribbean operations.
Polk County is home to Avon Park Air Force
Range, the largest live ordnance bombing and
gunnery range east of the Mississippi River. It
includes 400 square miles of restricted airspace,
1,000 square miles of military operating area and
106,035 acres inside the fence. It’s utilized by
active, reserve and Gulf units from the Army,
Navy, Air Force, Marines, and Coast Guard,
special operations and Homeland Security.

South Florida
South Florida is home of the U.S. Coast Guard
7th District Headquarters Miami, Homestead Air
Reserve Base, the U.S. Southern Command and
Naval Air Station Key West. Defense activities
account for over $4.5 billion in direct spending
and 130,000 jobs.
Miami itself has been a commercial and military flight center going back to the early 20th
century. In the past five years, local aviationsector jobs have grown from a total of $1.2 billion in payroll to $2 billion, accounting for one
of every four local jobs.5
The industry’s top trade group, the International Air Transport Association, chose Miami
for its confab in 2017, the Wings of Change conference. It’s held every two years.
The Miami-Dade Beacon Council is the
county’s economic development agency, whose
20-year initiative is to grow the aviation industry.
The number of aviation and aerospace companies in Miami-Dade has grown from 448 in 2011
to 483 in 2017, resulting in industry-sector job
growth of 23 percent and an increase of average
salaries from $60,491 to $82,811. In Broward
County, industry jobs have grown nearly as
much, by 20.8 percent over the past five years.6
Miami is the gateway to the Americas. It has
an industrial cluster with airports, commercial
and private aviation, parts/services, pilot training, and attorneys specializing in aviation law.
It’s the nation’s busiest airport for international
cargo; third busiest for international passengers.
Aviation is also big in Broward, according to
the Greater Fort Lauderdale Alliance. The hub is
the Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport.
Miami International Airport has 200 plus companies in maintenance, repair and overhaul.
Hundreds of others are located elsewhere in the
county and in Broward. Jobs involve a range of
skills, including maintenance, repair, air traffic
control, fuel services, catering, freight, security,
customs and freight logistics, engineering, pas-
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senger services, clean manufacturing of electronics and complex parts.
Miami has the nation’s largest cluster of flighttraining facilities and simulators, including Boeing and Airbus pilot training facilities. In 2017,
ATR opened a Miami training center.7
Miami’s flight simulation training attracts thousands of pilots worldwide. Boeing and Airbus
have simulation training, as does the Pan Am
International Flight Academy, spun from Pan
Am World Airways in 1992 and now owned by
the parent of Japan’s All Nippon Airways.
In a Miramar warehouse, workers repair and
maintain airplane parts. And at North Miami
Beach, a company deploys drones to survey difficult-to-reach property.8
Pratt & Whitney, in northern Palm Beach
since 1958, has a 7,000-acre campus with more
than 1,000 workers that manufactures and tests
F-135 engines used in
the F-35. In 2013, it
completed a 100,000square-foot jet engine
production facility to
go with its 400,000
square-foot plant. It
UTC photo
operates 24/7, includF135 engine
ing engine testing.
Pratt & Whitney’s plant has PW100 engines,
which are installed in planes such as the Airbus
A320neo. The engines are suspended from an
assembly line built into the ceiling and manufactured by hand. Pratt & Whitney, part of United
Technologies, leases space at its campus to
Lockheed Martin subsidiary Sikorsky, for helicopter manufacturing and testing, and Aerojet
Rocketdyne, for rocket propulsion.

but it’s also home to a bomb wing, MROs, aircraft assembly and more.
The massive Michoud Assembly Facility in
East New Orleans has been an integral part of
NASA’s since the early days of the agency.
It has 2.2 million square feet of manufacturing
space under one roof, an area large enough for
31 football fields, making it one of the largest
manufacturing facilities in the world. It was
where Saturn Vs were built and later the fuel
tanks for the Space Shuttle.
At Michoud Assembly Facility (MAF), Lockheed Martin is building the Orion Multi-Purpose
Crew vehicle and Boeing is make the first stage
of the Space Launch System, a NASA program
will take astronauts deep into space.
“Louisiana, and specifically, Michoud, is the
critical nexus for the refinement of prototypes
and the manufacturing of final assemblies for
those space flights,” Don Pierson, Secretary of
Louisiana Economic Development (LED),
wrote to the Gulf Coast Reporters League in
2017 in response to a request for information
about the state’s aerospace activity. “We’re
proud to host that aerospace production in Louisiana, and proud of what it represents for our
nation.”
For Louisiana, a member of the four-state
Aerospace Alliance, the NASA facility is enough
to make the state a major player in aerospace.
But there’s a lot more.
Workers in the state did subassembly work on
Bell helicopters along the Interstate 10 corridor
in Lafayette, but Bell has left and in its place is
the Kopter Group of Switzerland, which plans
to build SHO9 helicopters. Further west there
are maintenance, repair and overhaul facilities at
Chennault International Airport and in Alexandria there’s England Airpark. In northwest LouLouisiana
isiana is Barksdale Air Force Base, home of the
The western-most state of 2nd Bomb Wing’s B-52H Stratofortress.
According to LED, Louisiana has 6,200 aviathe Aerospace Alliance is a
tion
and aerospace jobs. The Department of
key player in aerospace
Transportation and Development counts nearly
thanks to a NASA facility,
60,000 and $1.8 billion in annual payroll directly
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supported by the 68 publiclowed the site’s production of
use airports in the state. It
Saturn booster rockets for the
ShreveportBossier City
also has 82 LED certified sites
Apollo missions beginning in
in 32 parishes, indicating they
1961. Today it’s home to more
are ready to develop.
than 3,000 federal and privateAlexandria
Pierson wrote that aerosector workers.
space is one of nine industries
“By the end of 2017, we bewhere Louisiana has a strong
lieve
Boeing may well be
Lafayette
presence or strong growth
pushing toward employment
opportunities. “In the case of Lake Charles
of 700 as activities accelerate
New Orleans
aerospace, it’s both. We’re
in the space program,” wrote
strong now, and we see great
Pierson. “We‘re seeing growth
potential for the future of
and diversification with other
aerospace in Louisiana,” he said.
subcontractors and non-NASA development.”
Five centers for aerospace are located in the
MAF’s proximity to Mississippi’s Stennis
state. Two are former bases that closed and are Space Center, where rocket engines are tested,
now commercial centers. Three are along the
makes the area along the state line a hot spot for
Gulf Coast I-10 corridor.
space activities. In 2008, there were meetings to
In the Paris Air Show in June 2017, Louisiana establish a Stennis-Michoud group to jointly
pursued major and minor component suppliers promote the two, but it appears to be idle. In
for aircraft, rotorcraft and space flight.
2010-2011, the International Economic Devel“We have an intriguing pipeline of prospects opment Council did a marketing strategy for a
that we’ve been accruing over time, at many air Stennis-Michoud Technology Corridor to “help
shows and prospect-specific visits to headquar- build cooperation and collaboration … in growters and operational sites,” Pierson wrote. “We ing and sustaining this technology corridor...”
came back from Paris enthused, and ready to hit
“The IEDC team believes that the region is in
the airstrips and hangars and the corporate
need for a major marketing effort to brand the
boardrooms that power them.”
technology corridor and raise awareness of its
valuable technology assets,” the study said.
Having two sites actively involved in space
New Orleans
New Orleans, home of busy Louis Armstrong exploration programs “presents a unique opporInternational Airport, also hosts MAF and Naval tunity to grow and attract other similar technolAir Station Joint Reserve Base (NAS JRB) New ogy-based businesses to this multi-state region,”
the study said.
Orleans in Belle Chasse.
Combined the two NASA sites have plenty of
The Michoud center puts the city in a select
league of locations with NASA operations, tradi- acres to develop. MAF has 600 acres on site and
tionally a lure for companies. Within the multi- hundreds of additional acres outside the site.
Stennis Space Center also has several thousands
tenant facility is the National Center for Advanced Manufacturing (NCAM), a research and of acres within its buffer zone.
production center focused on applying advanced South of Michoud, NAS JRB New Orleans is
manufacturing technologies to lightweight com- home to a Navy Reserve strike fighter squadron,
a fleet logistics support squadron, a Coast Guard
posite and metallic materials in support of the
Air
Station, detachment of a Marine Reserve
NASA space program and adjacent industries.
From 1979 to 2010, MAF produced 136 fuel light helicopter attack squadron and other Navy
tanks for the Space Shuttle program, which fol- and Army activities.
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Its two-runway military airport south of downtown New Orleans, is used by F/A 18 Hornets,
F-15 Eagles, UH-1Y Huey, AH-1 Cobras, C-130
Hercules and MH-65 Dolphins. It’s part of a
large Gulf Coast military aviation complex that
includes all branches of the military and spans
the region between New Orleans and Panama
City, Fla.
Lafayette
A roughly two-hour drive west from New Orleans is the city of Lafayette, fourth largest city in
Louisiana and best known for its petroleum and
gas industries. But it’s also the site of the 82,300
square-foot Kopter Group assembly facility at
Lafayette Regional Airport.
Funded by the state in an intergovernmental
agreement with the previous tenant, Bell, the
facility is owned by Lafayette Regional Airport
with Kopter now as the long-term lessee. It began assembling SHO9 helicopters in 2021.
The helicopters ultimately will be assembled
in Lafayette with U.S.-sourced components representing at least 50 percent of the aircraft value.
The original lesee, Bell, said in May 2016 it was
moving final assembly of the 505 from Lafayette
to Mirabel, Canada, but in exchange Lafayette
would do cabin subassembly work on the Bell
525 Relentless, which had been done in Amarillo, Texas. In addition, modification work on
the Bell 407, platform for the Northrop Grumman MQ-8C Fire Scout unmanned aerial vehicle,
would move from Ozark, Ala., to Lafayette.
However, the employment goal was not
reached and Louisiana canceled the deal with
Bell. The site was empty until Kopter Group
decided to move in.
The new assembly operations to a market
where Louisiana already has a strong presence in
helicopter transportation services for offshore
oil and gas exploration and production in the
Gulf of Mexico.
There’s additional aerospace activities south of
Lafayette. There is AvEx (Aviation Exteriors
Louisiana), a world leader in precision painting

for aircraft exteriors, located in New Iberia, a
town 30 miles southeast of Lafayette.
And between New Iberia and Lafayette in
Broussard, there are two OEM service facilities
for composite panels and rotor blades.
Lake Charles
Slightly more than an hour’s drive west from
Lafayette along I-10 is Lake Charles, fifth largest
city in Louisiana. Known for petrochemical production, Lake Charles is also home to a former
military base that was established in 1941 and
has made a successful transformation to commercial operations.
Lake Charles was the site of an Army school
for aviators during World War II. It was closed
after the war but reactivated in the ’50s and became part of the Strategic Air Command. By
then renamed Chennault Air Force Base, its military mission ended in 1963.
In the mid-80s the push was on to use it for
economic development, with its marketable
10,700-foot long, 200-foot wide runway and the
extensive property available for tenants.
Today’s Chennault International Airport has,
according to Pierson, “what could be one of the
premier, available wide-body hangars in the
United States, along with ramp space capable of
supporting any type of aircraft.”
Chennault’s mix of maintenance and paint
hangars provides aircraft owners and operators
with the ability to have one-stop operations for
maintenance and painting, wrote Pierson.
“You’re talking about 13 million square feet of
concrete, over 1.5 million square feet of hangar,
office and warehouse space, including wide-body
hangars,” he said.
One major tenant is the Northrop Grumman
Lake Charles Maintenance and Modification
Center, which works on, among other airframes,
the Joint STARS military surveillance aircraft for
the Air Force at its 105,000 square-foot fabrication shop.
In addition, Landlocked Aviation Services has
three hangars at Chennault and does painting
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work on wide and narrow-body aircraft.
Chennault has about 600 acres of prime property available for development. With rail on the
eastern side of the airport and I-10 a short hop
away, Chennault is developing as an intermodal
complex. Among other projects, it’s looking to
attract refrigerated warehousing near the rails, as
well as manufacturing and air cargo operations.
Chennault, in Foreign Trade Zone 87, has a
direct, 9-mile link to Port of Lake Charles.
The National Aircraft MRO Center of Excellence is nearby SOWELA Technical and Community College to support the ongoing demand
for new hires and continuing education. The
center trains about 130 aviation-related students
every year.
Alexandria
Chennault was not the only former military air
base in Louisiana to close and convert to commercial use.
“One huge aerospace asset that Louisiana offers, and that’s perhaps a little under the radar, is
England Airpark,” wrote Pierson.
England Airpark is a 90-minute drive from I10 via Interstate 49 in Alexandria, in the geographic center of Louisiana.
Once the site of England Air Force Base, the
Airpark is a 3,000-acre industrial community that
began developing in 1992 after the base closed.
It’s home to Alexandria International Airport
and a mixed community that includes commercial developments and homes.
Because it connects via I-49 to I-10 in South
Louisiana and I-20 in North Louisiana, Pierson
sees it as a huge intermodal opportunity for industry, especially aerospace.
The site opened in 1942 as Alexandria Army
Air Base, but was put on inactive status in 1946.
It was reopened in 1950 during the Korean War
and was closed at the end of the Cold War in
1992, a casualty of an early round of BRAC military base closures.
England Industrial Park and Community is a
multimodal commerce center and community. It

has the airport, office and warehouse facilities,
golf course, hotel and restaurant, day-care center, and more than 300 units of housing and 1.5
million square feet of commercial space. The
housing includes a retirement community and
general housing. It has 60 businesses employing
2,000 people. It’s run by England Authority
(England Economic and Industrial Development District.), an independent political subdivision of the state.
In September 2017, the England Authority
received four grants totaling $17,867,492 from
the Federal Aviation Administration. It’s from
the airport’s involvement in the Airport Improvement Program’s Military Airport Program,
designed to help facilitate missions associated
with the Joint Readiness Training Center at Louisiana’s Fort Polk.
Grants provided additional runway space, construction of new service roads, repaving existing
runways, installing wildlife perimeter fencing and
noise mitigation measures.
Twenty-five percent of the airport’s travel is
military-related, thanks to the 14,000-plus military and civilian jobs associated with Fort Polk
and the Joint Readiness Training Center, to the
west of Alexandria. It has moved thousands of
military personnel and millions of pounds of
cargo in support of wards in Iraq and Afghanistan. It also has a history of being used in hurricane recovery efforts.
England has runways of 9,350 feet and 7,000
feet and 350,000 passengers per year. It has
more than $144 million in annual aviationrelated activity.
LED has worked with England Airpark to certify a 1,600-acre megasite that will be shovelready for a major industry to locate there. What
might come there is up in the air.
“There will be advanced manufacturing -- we
hope an aerospace prospect -- and whatever
we’re ultimately successful in landing there will
be a significant player and a significant project
for economic development along the Gulf Coast
corridor,” wrote Pierson.
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Jon Grafton, long-time executive director of
England Airpark/Alexandria International Airport who resigned in 2018, said in 2017 that of
the 1,600 acres, 400 is “really a great piece of
property for primary aircraft operations or an
MRO” with access to the air field. The larger,
1,200 portion is seen as a good location for the
automotive industry, but Grafton notes any of
the acreage could be used by the aerospace industry. It’s in Foreign Trade Zone 261.
Shreveport-Bossier City
Northwest Louisiana is home of Barksdale Air
Force Base, headquarters of the Global Strike
Command, which oversees 67,000 personnel.
It’s responsible for the nation’s three intercontinental ballistic missile wings, including B-52, B-1
and B-2 wings.
It’s also home of the 8th Air Force and the
2nd Bomb Wing’s three squadrons of B-52H
bombers. The 11th Bomb Squadron is the training squadron, and the 20th Bomb Squadron and
96th Bomb Squadron are operational. Barksdale
is also home to the Air Force Reserve Command’s 307th Bomb Wing. The only other B-52
wing, the 5th Bomb Wing, is at Minot Air Force
Base, N.D.
Shreveport’s available 150,000-square-foot
hangar complex is joined by a certificate- and
degree-based Airframe & Powerplant (A&P)
program at Southern University at Shreveport,
which has an Aerospace Technology Program
supported by LED’s FastStart program.
Louisiana has two public flight schools: Louisiana Tech University (Ruston, fixed wing aircraft)
and South Louisiana Community College (New
Iberia, rotorcraft), and in addition to the A&P
school in Shreveport, there are A&P schools in
Lafayette, Baton Rouge and Lake Charles.
“Louisiana remains a competitive location with
low overall tax burden, innovative workforce
development training programs and attractive
incentives,” wrote Pierson.
He added that there’s plenty of room to grow
at locations across the state.

Mississippi
The state with the nation’s largest rocket engine test facility is
also where unmanned aerial vehicles, radar systems and helicopters
are built, and military pilots
trained.
Just north of Interstate 10 in Moss Point,
Miss., is a manufacturing center that has seen its
share of expansion.
When first announced in 2004, it was to be the
final assembly point for the Northrop Grumman
Fire Scout unmanned helicopters. Then, before
construction began, it was doubled in size to also
handle fuselage work for the Global Hawk unmanned surveillance aircraft.
In May 2017 it was it announced that the
101,000-square-foot plant would handle more,
including sub-assembly work for the F-35 Joint
Strike Fighter, the first manned aircraft to be
assembled in part in Moss Point. And there’s still
room to grow. Northrop has an option to expand its footprint should it find the need.
The plant at Jackson County Aviation Technology Park, adjacent to Trent Lott International
Airport, is just one of the activities in a state that
has become a hotspot for unmanned activities.
North of Moss Point just south of Hattiesburg, Camp Shelby is home of regional flight
center for the Army National Guard’s unmanned systems. And even further north in
Starkville, Mississippi State University was chosen by the Department of Homeland Security as
a center for drone research.
As large as the footprint is in unmanned activities, it’s just one of the aerospace segments in
the state. It’s also involved in space activities in
north and South Mississippi, and is a major
player in training military pilots. It also has a
footprint in commercial aviation through testing
jet engines in South Mississippi, producing jet
engine parts and coatings at two facilities and
making fuel and motion control systems. On top
of all that, it’s where Airbus builds helicopters
for the military.
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largest autoclaves in the world,
Space
20 feet in diameter and 83 feet
The best-known aerospace
Iuka
Batesville
in length.
operation in the state of MisThe ULA Delta IV composite
sissippi is John C. Stennis
structures
made by Orbital
Columbus
Space Center (SSC), estabATK
include
nose cones and
lished in the early days of the
Starkville
aero skirts, fairings, payload
nation’s space program. It is
attach fittings and diaphragms,
the largest rocket engine test
interstages, centerbodies and
complex in the nation, and has
Forest Meridian
thermal shields. Structures
more than 40 federal, state,
Jackson
manufactured
for ULA Atlas V
academic and private organizaEllisville
include heat shields, interstages
tions and numerous technoland boat tails.
ogy-based companies.
Columbia
In October 2017, it was anThe 13,500-acre test area,
nounced that Orbital ATK
called a fee area, is surrounded
Gulfport
would expand its complex in
by a 125,000-acre acoustical
Moss Point
Bay St. Louis
Iuka, investing $10.48 million
buffer zone that allows for
and creating 50 jobs to the more than 100 alrocket engine testing at any time without disready there. The company will begin production
turbing surrounding residents.
In addition to testing engines for NASA pro- of large composite aerospace structures for its
jects, commercial companies also use the facili- Antares, Pegusus and Minotaur launch vehicles
and a large aerospace and defense program at
ties. In 2014, California’s SpaceX opened its
the facility.
rocket engine component testing program at
“This expansion signifies the commitment OrSSC. The company does
NASA/SSC photo
bital
ATK has to the employees, community and
initial testing of its Rapstate of Mississippi to continue bringing high
tor methane rocket enquality manufacturing work into the area,” said
gines at the E-2 test
John Kain, Orbital ATK Aerospace Structures
stand. SpaceX upgraded
Division’s Director of Operations, Iuka.
the stand with methane
capability, making it one
RS-25 test at SSC
Military aviation
of the most sophisticated high-pressure testing facilities in the world. Mississippi plays an essential role in training
In November 2017 California-based Stratothe nation’s military pilots. East central Missislaunch opted to use SSC to test engines on the
sippi is home of Naval Air Station Meridian, one
E1 stand. Relativity Space, also of California, has of the Navy’s two jet strike pilot training facilia long-term lease to use the E4 complex to test ties in the nation.
its rocket engines.
The air station is the home of Training Wing
In northeast Mississippi’s Iuka, Orbital ATK One and training squadrons VT-7 and VT-9,
Inc. builds composite rocket structures. Estab- which operate the T-45 Goshawk and T2-C
lished in 1998, the Large Structure Center of Ex- Buckeye, respectively. The air station, which also
cellence manufacturing plant has produced Atlas supports aviation and technical training, is some
V, Delta II and Delta IV large composite struc- 8,000 acres and has an additional 4,000 acres at
tures for United Launch Alliance space vehicles. Outlying Field Joe Williams and a target facility.
The 320,000-square-foot plant houses one of the Mississippi is also home to Columbus Air
Force Base, which has trained pilots since
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World War II. About half of Air Force pilots
today went through training at Columbus.
In addition to providing training for new military pilots, Mississippi is also home to one of the
nation’s four Air National Guard Combat Readiness Training Centers.
The Mississippi Air National Guard’s Combat
Readiness Training Center
(CRTC) is at
Gulfport-Biloxi
International Airport. Scores of
pilots from across
the nation hone
National Guard photo
their combat
F-15 at Gulfport-Biloxi Airport
skills every year at
the center, which provides a year-round realistic
joint training environment with air space, ranges,
facilities and equipment, for units to enhance
combat readiness.
With offshore airspace that’s fully instrumented for recording air-to-air engagements, it
also utilizes air-to-ground ranges at Camp
Shelby, near Hattiesburg.
The CRTC has two tenant Air National Guard
units at the base: the 255th Air Control Squadron and the 209th Civil Engineer Squadron. It’s
also home to the 1108 Theater Aviation Sustainment Maintenance Group, a full Army aviation
maintenance depot facility.
But the military aviation role goes beyond pilot
training. Airbus Helicopters in Columbus produces the H125 commercial helicopter and the
U.S. Army’s UH-72A Lakota helicopters. The
Columbus location also produces the assembly
and customization of other Airbus Helicopters
models and manufactures components for use
on new-production helicopters.
In 2013, Raytheon announced the expansion
of its Forest, Miss., facility, which produces
some of the company’s most advanced radars
and other electronics.
The $100 million expansion facilitates growth
in the electronic warfare and international air-

borne radar markets. The Forest location builds
sophisticated airborne and ground-based radars,
electronic warfare technology and communications systems for U.S. and allied forces.
In Columbia, Zodiac Parachute and Protection
America makes parachute recovery systems. It
began producing military parachutes in 1938
when it was known as Pioneer Aerospace.
Commercial aviation
Mississippi for quite some time now has
pointed out that “every commercial airplane in
the world has had a least one component made
in Mississippi,” according to the aerospace section of the Mississippi Development Authority’s
website.
Eaton Aerospace, then operating as Vickers,
opened a facility in Jackson in 1957 to design
and manufacture hydraulic pumps. It became
part of Eaton in 1999, and today Eaton Corp’s
500-employee facility is a part of Eaton Aerospace Group, Fuel and Motion Control Systems
Division.
The 270,000-square-foot Jackson facility is
home to one of the most advanced aircraft hydraulic test labs in the world. Eaton is a leading
supplier of hydraulic, electro-hydraulic pump
and generator products and integrated systems,
engine and airframe fuel pumps, electric motors,
aircraft door actuation, flight and flow controls,
fluid, fuel and air delivery products and systems,
nose wheel steering systems and more.
Eaton’s Jackson facility manufactures and services hydraulic system parts and products for
commercial and business jet aircraft and military
vehicles which include the following types of
products and system applications: Vickers Hydraulic Pumps, Hydraulic Motors, Electric Motorpumps, Power Transfer Units, Pump Packages and Hydraulic Systems.
GE Aviation operates a jet engine component
plant in Batesville, which produces advanced
composite jet engine components.
GE Aviation partnered with the Mississippi
Polymer Institute to support the company’s hir-
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ing and workforce development needs. In addition to training employees, MPI helps companies
in the plastics/polymer industry solve technical
challenges and improve their processes and
products.
The company initially demonstrated the manufacture of composite components at Mississippi
State University’s Raspet Flight Research Laboratory before opening the Batesville plant.
In 2016, Praxair Surface Technologies and GE
Aviation announced the formal creation of joint
venture PG Technologies in Ellisville.
Located in the former GE Aviation facility, the
joint venture provides the development, support
and application of specialized coatings for GE
Aviation’s and CFM International’s current and
future engine models, including the GE9X and
LEAP engines. CFM International is a 50/50
joint venture company between GE and Safran
Aircraft Engines of France.
In addition to the facility in Ellisville, coating
operations for PG Technologies are also in Indianapolis, Ind., and Singapore.
GE Aviation delivers jet engine parts from its
locations throughout the U.S. to PG Technologies to undergo surface coating through various
processes.
Stennis Space Center also plays a role in commercial aviation. In 2013, Rolls-Royce opened its
second jet engine test stand at the company’s
Outdoor Jet Engine Test Facility. The company
performs jet engine testing on the most advanced Rolls-Royce civil aircraft engines. The
company opened its first test stand at Stennis
Space Center 12 years ago.

tary UAV research spending would add another
$26 billion over the decade.
Drones of every size and shape are becoming
ubiquitous, and orders for Fire Scout and Global
Hawk are going to come in for years into the
future. The Federal Aviation Administration predicts that combined total hobbyist and commercial unmanned aerial system sales will increase
from 2.5 million in 2016 to 7 million in 2020.
And several operations in the state make Mississippi a key player in the field. Northeast Mississippi is home of the Raspet Flight Research
Laboratory, part of the Bagley College of Engineering at Mississippi State University. Established in 1948, it provides leading-edge research,
development and testing of manned and unmanned flight vehicles and composite materials
while supporting MSU’s goals of teaching. It has
also been an incubator for aerospace industries.
The Federal Aviation Administration selected
Mississippi State University as the location for its
Unmanned Aerial Systems Center of Excellence.
Twenty-three of the world's leading research
institutions and a hundred leading industry, government partners comprise the Alliance for System Safety of UAS through Research Excellence,
or ASSURE.
ASSURE possesses the expertise, infrastructure and outstanding track record of success that
the FAA Center of Excellence for Unmanned
Aircraft Systems demands.
In October, Insitu opened its new facility on
the campus of Mississippi State University in
partnership with the FAA’s Center of Excellence
for Unmanned Aircraft Systems.
Insitu creates and supports unmanned systems
and
software technology that deliver end-to-end
Unmanned aerial
solutions
for collecting, processing and deliverOne of the most dynamic fields of aerospace is
unmanned aerial systems. According to the Teal ing superior information. At MSU, the company
Group’s 2017 market study, the field will more supports a combination of engineering, software
development and business development/
than triple in the next decade. The study esticustomer service support functions.
mates that UAV production will increase from
The unmanned aerial division produces the
the current worldwide UAV production of $4.3
billion annually in 2017 to $10.3 billion in 2026, ArrowLite small UAS, specially created for U.S.
totaling $80.5 billion in the next ten years. Mili- Special Forces, the Army Hunter MQ-5B and
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the Heron at its production center at the Golden
Triangle Regional Airport. The Columbus location is Stark’s main UAS production and support
facility.
Stark Aerospace’s main facility is at Golden
Triangle Global Industrial Aerospace Park at the
regional airport. It operates divisions for Unmanned Aerial Systems, Sensors, Production
Services and Engineering.
In April 2017 the U.S. Department of Homeland Security chose Mississippi as the new base
for small drones. The DHS drone demonstration
range in Mississippi will use 2,000 square miles
of restricted airspace up to an altitude of 60,000
feet, mainly in the southern and coastal regions.
Multiple sites will participate, including the National Guard’s Camp Shelby, Joint Forces Training Center, NASA’s John C. Stennis Space Center buffer zones and Singing River island, a former naval base in the Mississippi Sound.
Northrop Grumman builds portions of two
cutting-edge unmanned
Navy photo
aircraft systems. The
101,000-square-foot
Northrop Grumman
Unmanned Systems Center in Moss Point, Miss.,
does final assembly work
on the Fire Scout unFire Scout
manned helicopter and
central fuselage work on the Global Hawk fixedwing unmanned aerial system.
The first Fire Scout, using a Schweizer airframe, rolled out of the Moss Point plant in December 2006 and went to Naval Air Station
Patuxent River, Md., for testing. According to
the Gulf Coast Aerospace Corridor’s June 2017 issue,
by early 2017, 33 MQ-8Bs models and 19 of the
larger MQ-8C Fire Scouts, which use the larger
Bell 407 airframe, have come out of the Moss
Point plant. There have also been 23 ground
control segments for Fire Scouts produced in
Moss Point.
Moss Point also handles the central fuselage
work for all variants of Global Hawk, including

the Navy’s Triton. Although the Mississippi
plant was not involved in early versions of the
Global Hawk, it’s been involved in all variants
built after the plant opened. As of early 2017,
Moss Point has done central fuselage work on
45 of the high-flying aircraft, according to company officials. It’s all a part of a major change
for Jackson County.
“Shipbuilding and petrochemicals is our heritage, and will always be the backbone of our
economy,” said George Freeland, head of the
Jackson County Economic Development Foundation. And as the county pushes to diversify its
economy, “the unmanned systems center is the
absolute centerpiece of that plan.”
“In context, we just resolved to make a significant run into the aerospace arena 16 years ago.
That’s not very long in the economic development continuum,” he said. But in that time
frame Northrop has expanded and is now about
the double in size. The company also has an option on 30 additional acres contiguous and north
of its current 20-acre site.
Importantly, both the drone and F-35 program
are projects with a long life many years into the
future.
“There’s no question, given the scope and the
future of these programs, both the manned and
the unmanned, Northrop Grumman is going to
have so many a compelling reasons to maintain a
presence in this community for many, many,
many years to come,” Freeland said.
- David Tortorano
Aviation & Aerospace, Enterprise Florida.
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